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SUMMARY
Several analytical techniques are used to probe the influence of water
concentration on the electrochemical behavior of aluminum anodes in Al/
active-non-aqueous electrolytes. Normally passive, Al exhibits facile electrochemical

oxidation

in both

AlCl 3 /y-butyrolactone

(A1CI 3 /BLA) and

in

(C 2 H 5 ) 4 NC1 acetonitrile (TEAC/ACN) electrolytes. However, in these t w o
electrolytes, the influence of water on Al oxidation is opposite. FTIR spectra,
parasitic water reduction reactions, surface microscopy and

electrolytic

conductivity were conducted to probe competing water activation or water
passivation

effects on

organic

phase

Al

electrochemistry.

Incremental

increase from 0 to 1.5 Μ H 2 0 (0 to 3% water by volume) hinders Al
oxidation in 1 Μ A1C1 3 /BLA, increasing polarization from 100 mV to 400
mV cm 2 mA"'. Yet in 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN, Al is passive in the absence of
water, exhibiting currents only in the μΑ cm"2 domain, equivalent
2

to

1

oxidative polarization losses of over 1000 mV cm mA' . This polarization is
alleviated with water addition, and decreases from 20 mV to 7 m V cm 2 mA"',
as water is increased from 0.3 to 1.5 M.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical systems with a high electrical storage capacity utilizing
an aluminum anode, an aqueous electrolyte, and a variety of cathodes have
been investigated. Examples include aluminum configured with either air /]/,
sulfur /2-6/, hydrogen peroxide 111, ferrocyanide /8/, nickel oxyhydroxide 191,
or recently, permanganate cathodes /10/. Aluminum is a promising anodic
substance for the development of high capacity batteries due to its availability
and high volumetric (8043 Ah/L) capacity, compared to other

anode

materials such as zinc (5849 Ah/L) or lithium (2061 Ah/L). However, in
aqueous media Al is prone to parasitic reactions which can diminish the
desired

anode performance.

In aqueous

alkaline

electrolytes

parasitic

examples include aluminum's chemical oxidation and competing hydrogen
evolution:
Desired:
Al + 400H"

AI(OHV + H 2 0 + 3e

-E° = -2.3 V vs SHE

(1)

E° = - 0 . 8 3 V vs SHE

(2)

Parasitic:
H 2 0 + e" —» 1/2H 2 + OH
Parasitic:
Al + 3 H 2 0 + OH" -> Al(OH) 4 " + 3/2H 2

(3)

The competing hydrogen evolution can lead to low anodic potentials,
described by Kroening el al. as a "negative difference effect" / l l / . Parasitic
reactions may also lower the coulombic efficiency of Al oxidation, although
under several conditions these effects may be minimized /1-10/. Relatively
few studies have focused on the organic phase of aluminum electrochemistry
due to the tendency of aluminum to passivate in these media. Hence, the
influence of water had not previously been probed on aluminum electrochemistry in organic electrolytes. We have recently demonstrated several
organic electrolytes in which aluminum does not passivate, and which
provide a basis for effective non-aqueous aluminum electrochemistry /12,13/.
Lithium provides a more studied analog to organic phase aluminum
electrochemistry. The explosive nature of lithium in the presence of most
aqueous electrolytes has led to the, often incorrect, impression that water is
entirely incompatible with effective lithium anodic electrochemistry
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lithium batteries. However, several researchers have shown that lithium can
be highly stable in certain aqueous electrolytes, which has promoted studies
to develop primary and secondary aqueous lithium batteries /14,15/. In nonaqueous media, a water induced oxide film may be passivating /16/. Alternatively, water may activate non-aqueous anodic chemistry, by changing the
composition or morphology of the Solid/Electrolyte Interface (SEI), and can
additionally alter the electrolyte conductivity I M I. Several studies have
shown that non-aqueous lithium anodes can function in the presence of high
levels of water. For example, Li anodes have been employed in organic
batteries containing 0.5-2.7% water /18/. Furthermore, Li is compatible in
secondary non-aqueous electrolyte cells containing 3000 ppm water /19/.
Abolin el al. probed Li kinetics in the high (up to 27%) water content domain
in LiClCVpropylene carbonate electrolytes/18/.
In this study, the effect of water on organic phase Al electrochemistry is
probed in electrolytes which have been recently demonstrated to support
facile aluminum charge transfer. We report the first observations of the often
contradictory influence of water on aluminum anodic electrochemistry in
these electrolytes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
All Al/organic electrolytes experiments were performed in a nitrogen
atmosphere glove box, using 99.999% (< 10 ppm H 2 0 ) N 2 generated by an
UHP Whatman Nitrogen Generator. Solutions of electrolytes were made
using analytical reagent grade or spectroscopic grade purity chemicals. BLA
and ACN solvents were dried by 3Ä vacuum pretreated molecular sieves.
Triply deionized water (Barnstead Nanopure water purification system) was
utilized. The Al electrodes were prepared from a 99.995% purity aluminum
sheet, pressed to a thickness of 500 μηι, and cut into 1 0 x 3 mm rectangles
retaining a thin Al tag for electrical contact. Prior to linear sweep voltammetry, aluminum electrodes were treated with 10 Μ KOH, water washed,
dried, polished with diamond file, followed by a degreasing acetone rinse. In
addition, prior to galvanostatic discharge, Al anodes were oxidized by several
successive linear voltage sweeps, which led to a moderate enhancement of
the oxidation current.
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Methods
Potentiostatic and galvanostatic measurements were conducted

in a

conventional three electrode cell using a 1 Μ LiC10 4 /propylene carbonate
(PC) Ι3"/Γ reference electrode /20/, which was positioned close to the planar
Al working electrode. The counter electrode was either a Pt wire or a 40 cm 2
Pt gauze (for potentiostatic and galvanostatic measurements, respectively),
and the cell was either a 5 ml or 100 ml glass cell with a Teflon cover. Linear
voltammetric polarization curves were measured with a Pine AFCBP1 bipotentiostat, controlled by Pine Software. The galvanostatic measurements
were carried out with a AFCBP1 using modified LAB VIEW D/A software.
FTIR spectra were taken by V E C T O R 22 from Bruker, employing CaF 2 cells.
Solution conductance was measured with a Yellow Spring

Instruments

Conductometer, Model YSI 34, using a cell constant calibrated

using

standard 0.1 m KCl. A JEOL electron microscope, Model JSM-5400, coupled
with Voyager EDAX from Noran, was employed for surface analysis. Prior
to the analysis, aluminum anodes were coated with 4 mm gold film. Images
were taken by 20 kV electron beams.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have previously demonstrated that aluminum is capable of sustained
electrochemical activity with low polarization losses in the mA cm"2 domain,
as found for several non-aqueous electrolytes, such a 1 Μ AlCl 3 /y-butyrolactone (A1C1 3 /BLA) and 0.3 Μ (C 2 H 5 ) 4 NC1 acetonitrile (TEAC/ACN) /12,
13/.

Improved

aluminum

characteristics

include

enhancement

of

the

oxidation potential (negative shifts of E° A | by several hundred millivolts),
higher oxidative current densities and lower polarization losses. Further
improvements were observed to occur upon the addition of indium and
mercury salts to these electrolytes /13/. In order to probe the effect of water
on the polarization behavior of Al anodes in these electrolytes, potentiostatic
measurements using both aluminum and platinum working electrodes were
performed. Pt electrodes sustain a high exchange current for water reduction,
and facilitate the examination of this process independently from aluminum
oxidation.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the influence of water concentration on the
electrochemical behavior of Al respectively in either 1 Μ A1C1 3 /BLA, or in
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Ε, V vs l3Vr reference electrode
Fig. 1:

T h e effect of various concentrations

of water

added

to

1 Μ

A1C! 3 /BLA electrolyte on the electrochemistry of an Al ( 9 9 . 9 9 5 %
purity) anode (top) and Pt w o r k i n g electrode (bottom).

Linear

voltammetry measured f r o m the cathodic (positive) direction at 5
mVs\
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Electrolyte: 0.3 Μ TE AC/AC Ν
Sweep rate: 5 mV s
0 Μ

H20

0.3 Μ

H20

0.5 Μ

H20

1.5 Μ H 2 0

0

Electrode: Al, 99.995%

0.0

1

·

1

»-

Ε, V vs Ι3 /Γ reference electrode
Fig. 2:

The effect of various concentrations of water added to 0.3 Μ
TEAC/ACN electrolyte on the electrochemistry of an Al (99.995%
purity) anode (top), and Pt working electrode (bottom).

Linear

voltammetry measured from the cathodic (positive) direction at 5
m V s' 1 .
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0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN. As seen in the upper portion of Fig. 1, water hinders
aluminum activity in the A1C13/BLA electrolyte. In this case water suppresses
the rate of Al oxidation, as observed by a consistent decrease in oxidative
current densities, coupled with higher polarization losses. To a first approximation these polarization losses are linear, and increase from 100, 200, 280,
to 400 mV cm 2 inA' 1 with respect to the presence of 0, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 or 1.5 Μ
water. Trace water ( < 0 . 1 Μ H 2 0 ) had no significant effect on the observed
aluminum polarization (note that 0.1 Μ H 2 0 is equivalent to 0.18 percent
water by volume). Moreover, at more negative potentials the aluminum
anode exhibits higher reductive currents in the presence of water.
Opposite water effects are observed for an aluminum anode in the TEAC/
ACN electrolyte. In this electrolyte, as observed in the upper portion of Fig.
2, water appears to facilitate the aluminum oxidation process. In the absence
of water the anode is passive, exhibiting currents only in the μΑ cm"2 domain,
equivalent to oxidative polarization losses of over 1000 mV cm 2 mA" 1 , but is
observed to fall several orders of magnitude with the addition of as little as
0.3 Μ H 2 0 . The polarization is alleviated with water addition, as evident in
the decrease in polarization losses from 20 to 7 mV cm 2 mA"1, when the
water concentration is increased from 0.3 Μ to 1.5 M.
The relationship of competing reduction reactions in these electrolytes is
probed in the lower parts of Figs. 1 and 2. At a planar Pt electrode, these
experiments examine hydrogen generation or other parasitic

reduction

reactions in electrolytes containing various water concentrations. The noise
fluctuations which appear in these Pt polarization curves are related to the
evolution of observed hydrogen bubbles that vary the active Pt surface area.
As seen in the 1 Μ AICI 3 /BLA electrolyte, the reductive current increases
substantially with added water and at increasingly negative potential, and
approaches several mA cm"2. Yet at Pt in the 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN electrolyte,
modest (< 0.3 mA/cm 2 ) reductive current densities are observed which are 20
to 30 fold lower than in the AICI3/BLA electrolytes containing the same
nominal concentration of water.
In order to examine the existence of modifications in the aluminum
surface film, SEM coupled EDAX analysis of partially discharged Al anodes
in 0.3 or 1 Μ H 2 0 in TEAC/ACN were performed. SEM (not included) of
these aluminum

anodes reveals a flat surface disrupted by

randomly

distributed clusters of imperfections sized 1 to 20 μιη. The imperfections
appear as a more circular shape at lower water concentrations. As determined
by EDAX, the composition of each of the electrodes is similar.

As
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summarized in Table 1, EDAX element analysis of both electrodes exhibits
the expected high levels of aluminum and oxygen on the main

(non-

clustered) areas of the surface. In addition, either electrode also contains an
enrichment

in CI at randomly

selected

clusters, which

may

facilitate

aluminum oxidation. This concentration of chlorine species at the clusters
may indicate nucleation sites for organic phase aluminum oxidation, a
process which is worthy of more extended study.
Physical chemical phenomena related to water's passivation effect on Al
in 1 Μ A1C13/BLA provide solution specific conductivity measurements. This
electrolyte exhibits a linear decrease, from 8.5 to 5.8, and finally to 0.6 mS
cm"', with respective linear addition from 0 to 1.5 to a total of 5 Μ water.
Hence, the diminished electrochemical activity of aluminum shown in Fig. 1
is related to this substantial decrease in electrolyte conductance which occurs
with increasing water addition. Note that the (BLA free) 1 Μ A1C13 aqueous
solution (containing approximately 55 Μ water) has a measured specific
conductance of 114 mS cm"1. Unlike this AlCl 3 /y-butyrolactone electrolyte,
the specific conductance of the 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN electrolyte is highly invariant to water addition. The specific conductance of this 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN
electrolyte is 20.7 mS cm"1, increasing with addition of 1 Μ H 2 0 to a
maximum of 22.3 mS cm' 1 , and compares to the specific conductance of 21.7
mS cm"1 in the aqueous 0.3 Μ TEAC (ACN free) electrolyte. These high
specific conductances are consistent with the levels of mass transport
required to facilitate the high current densities reported for aluminum
oxidation in Fig. 2. It does not explain why low levels of water are necessary
to catalyze the observed aluminum oxidation.
Further detailed information regarding the fate of added water is provided
by FTIR spectroscopy in the 3650 to 3590 cm"1 region. This region is associated with the free OH stretching vibration. Both ACN and BLA solvents
exhibit little absorption in this region, and hence this region provides a probe
of free water. As indicated in Figure 3 and the figure's inset, in the pure (salt
free)

ACN or BLA solvents there are comparable

linear increases in

1

absorption at 3620 cm" with increasing free water addition. Also as seen in
this figure, a considerable portion ( - 5 0 % as measured by ΔΑ (3620 cm' 1 )) of
added water acts as "free" water in the TEAC/ACN electrolyte. However,
little water activity (<10% as measured by ΔΑ (3620 cm" 1 )) results from
water added to the A1CI 3 /BLA electrolyte. The role of water in this electrolyte is clarified with the further observation that a small precipitate occurs
with added water. The precipitate contains oxidized aluminum, but not
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Table 1
EDAX analysis of 99.995% Al anodes after 1 hour galvanostatic discharge,
at 5 mA cm' 2 in 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN electrolyte, in the absence and in the
presence of 1 Μ water.
Electrolyte
TEAC/ACN

Al, at%

O, at%

CI, at%

Main Area

69.0

28.1

2.9

Cluster (A)

41.3

35.4

23.3

Main Area

64.6

33.4

2.0

Cluster (B)

25.7

48.6

25.7

Area

0.3 Μ H 2 0
TEAC/ACN
1 Μ H20

0.20

0.16

a>
υ
c

0.12

TO
XI
K.

Ο

(A
<

0.2

0.4

0.6

ACN/[HJO]/[TEAC]

[HIO], Μ

0.08
BLA/[HJO]/[AICIJ]

0.04

—φ— 0.66 Μ/0 Μ
-Β-0.30 Μ/0 Μ
- A - 0 30 Μ/1 Μ

0.00
3750

3700

3650

3600

Wavenumber, cm

3550

3500

-1

Fig. 3: FTIR spectra of several ACN and BLA solutions containing various
water concentrations, and corrected for the (small) baseline absorbance of the pure ACN or BLA solvent. Inset: variation

of

1

absorbance at l = 3620 cm" with water concentration.
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chlorine. The absence of free water in the hydrated A1C13/BLA electrolyte,
and the aforementioned decrease in specific conductance is due to the
reaction:
AlClj + 3 H 2 0 - > Al(OH) 3 (solid) + 3HC1

(4)

Consistent with Eq. 4, and as similarly observed for Al(OH) 3 in THF /21/,
we observe that AI(OH) 3 is insoluble in BLA. The desiccating action of the
reaction in Eq. 4 is consistent with the observed lack of the 3620 cm"' absorption. HCl which is formed in Eq. 4 will be distributed between the vapor and
dissolved phase, and this remaining dissolved HCl tends to exhibit low
dissociation in similar media 1221. This is consistent with the observed
decrease in specific conductance, from 8.5 to 5.8 mS cm"1, with addition of
1.5 Μ H 2 0 to 1 Μ AlClj/BLA. As observed in the lower portion of Fig. 1,
this remaining dissolved HCl remains sufficiently active to increase the
reduction currents at Pt, and will increase the related competing parasitic
reaction at the aluminum electrode.
Hence, added water simply reacts to precipitate Al(OH) 3 from γ-BLA
which diminishes electrolyte concentration, and simultaneously acts to form
HCl. Respectively, this diminished electrolyte concentration will tend to
diminish the rate of constructive aluminum oxidation, and the HCl will
increase the rate of the competing parasitic reaction at the aluminum electrode. The opposite influence of water in TEAC/ACN is consistent with the
FTIR observed availability of free water in these electrolytes. Unlike the
BLA case, in the TEAC/ACN the specific conductance remains high with
water addition, and is sufficient to support the observed high levels of
aluminum oxidation observed in Fig. 2. However, water clearly has an
additional beneficial effect. The increase in the oxidative current densities
and the decrease in polarization losses with water addition are evidence for
facile (catalyzed) charge transfer. Our EDAX measurements are not sufficiently precise to discriminate between individual oxidized aluminum species
formed at the aluminum/electrolyte interface. However, we speculate that the
observed increase in bulk free water constructively alters the distribution of
aluminum species at the surface. At the Al surface many stable species, such
as aluminum oxide and aluminum hydroxide variants containing various
degrees of hydration, are expected to form and can alter the kinetics of
aluminum oxidation. For example quantum mechanical calculations have
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shown a high stability for Al species as AI(H 2 0) 6 3 + and A1(0H)(H 2 0) 5 2+ 127,1.
By increasing the water content in TEAC/ACN, the effect is enhanced.
As observed in Fig. 2, water addition induced improvements in anodic Al
current density provide evidence of facile charge transfer, but do not measure
the coulombic efficiency of the aluminum oxidized during this process. This
is quantified by extended galvanostatic discharge of the aluminum, and determination of the charge generated compared to the theoretical 3 electron
capacity of the mass of the aluminum anode which is consumed during this
discharge. As seen in Fig. 4, relatively low levels of water addition (0.3 Μ
H 2 0 ) to 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN are sufficient to sustain a beneficial (negatively
shifted) aluminum potential at the moderate current density employed of 1.7
mA cm"2. Furthermore, the measured coulombic efficiency of the process
approaches 100 percent of the available 3 electrons per Al. Towards the end
of this discharge, the increase in observed polarization is consistent with the
decrease in the aluminum anode surface area as the anode approaches
complete consumption. At the same current density an increase in water to 1
Μ in this electrolyte further improves the discharge potential, but as seen in
Fig. 4 decreases the Al coulombic efficiency by 15 percent. Hence for
aluminum oxidation in TEAC/ACN, low (sub molar) water concentrations
strongly facilitate charge transfer, but high (molar level) water concentrations
can contribute to a diminished Al coulombic efficiency as similarly observed
in aqueous electrolytes. As will be shown in an accompanying study /13/,
these conditions can be further improved by solution phase addition. For
example, under the conditions shown in Figure 4, addition of 10 mM indium
chloride to the TEAC/ACN improves the potential by - 2 5 0 mV, with Al
oxidation at a sustained potential o f - 1 . 4 V versus Ι 3 7Γ.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that water induces substantial, and differing, effects
on the aluminum anodic behavior in non-aqueous electrolytes. The addition
of 0.3 Μ of water to a 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN, equivalent to direct addition of the
monohydrate TEAC (0.3 Μ (CzHj^NCl-HjO) to the acetonitrile solvent,
combines favorable aluminum anodic characteristics of facile and efficient
charge transfer. Hence, this electrolyte has both low Al polarization losses of
only 20 mV cm 2 mA"1, and approaches 100 percent Al coulombic efficiency
during extended galvanostatic oxidation.

In contrast to this, in

1 Μ
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Coulombic Efficiency, %
Fig. 4:

Extended galvanostatic discharges, at 1.7 mA cm"2, for a 99.995%
Al anode in 0.3 Μ TEAC/ACN based electrolytes, containing either
0.3 Μ or 1 Μ water. The anode consists of planar two-sided 130 μιτι
thick aluminum (0.0351 g cm"2) electrodes with a theoretical threeelectron equivalent charge capacity of 52 mAh cm"2.

AICI3/BLA the maximum Al activity is obtained in the absence of water. In
this electrolyte A1C13 reacts with water, precipitating dissolved aluminum and
forming

HCl.

competing

This

reductive

decreases

electrolytic

(hydrogen

evolution)

evidenced by the FTlR-observed 3620 cm"

conductance
processes.
1

and

enhances

Alternatively,

as

OH stretching vibration, in

TEAC/ACN added water contributes to the electrolyte as free water, which is
concurrent with a significant favorable catalytic role in aluminum charge
transfer.
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